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Corydon and Phyllis: An Allegory of Marginalized Modernists 

 In Paterson, Williams both participates in and criticizes the silencing of 

women. Both Rachel Blau DuPlessis and Linda Kinnahan have addressed the 

paradox of Williams’s simultaneous silencing and enabling effects on female poets. 

The ambivalent and contradictory attitudes toward women and their writing in 

Paterson correspond to Williams’s own complex relationships with modern women 

and their poetry. In Paterson 4.1, Williams dramatizes the tension between the 

gendered voices of modern poetry through his creation of Corydon and Phyllis. 

 At first glance the women that Williams introduces at the opening of Paterson 

4, a productive female poet and a plain-spoken girl rich with New Jersey idiom, 

seem as though they will constitute the antidote for the violent silencing of women 

in Book 3. However, the farcical presentation of Corydon and the exploitation of 

Phyllis actually amplify the deafening silence of women in Paterson. The triangular 

relationship between Phyllis, Corydon, and Paterson can be read as an allegory of 

the gendered struggle to control the Imagist movement in poetry. In this 

formulation, Phyllis is not a language-producing subject, but rather a muse, an 

embodiment of beauty, or even a personification of poetry itself. Paterson is aligned 

with Williams and Pound as the proper inheritor of modern poetry. I will introduce 

the idea that the erudite, aristocratic Corydon is likely a parody of Amy Lowell, who 

uses her fortune to abscond to Europe with the poetic movement. 

Phyllis’ language, full of local idiom and sharp critique of the broken, 

parasitic characters who surround her, is the closest thing in Paterson to what 
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Williams wants his “New American Language” to be. However, she only speaks to 

Corydon and Paterson, who want to exploit her for poetic material, and she only 

writes to her father, whom she suggests is controlling and abusive. She is akin to the 

silently suffering Beautiful Thing of Book 3, despite her tough Jersey-girl façade. It is 

as if Williams has transplanted his own American voice into an idealized female 

form. The language that Phyllis uses in her letters is not unlike the Jersey dialect that 

Williams uses in his own. She demands of her father, “Look, Big Shot I refuse to 

come home until you lay off the booze” (150). Her assertiveness, her use of slang, 

and her informal approach to authority resemble Williams’s letter-writing style.1 

Williams seems to anoint Phyllis, not Paterson, as the medium of the kind of 

language that he believes to be most poetic: entrenched in the local and straight to 

the point. However, Phyllis is designated as a resistant muse and not a poet in order 

that Williams may express his frustrated vision of a mid-century America where 

beauty is unattainable in language. She becomes caught in the competing tidal pulls 

of Corydon and Paterson. 

The two poets compete to subsume her idealized image into their own poetry 

instead of listening to her local idiom and disguised wisdom. Paterson considers her 

body in adulation: 

  He drew back the white 

 shirt .       slid aside the 

                                                        
1 Especially see Williams’ later letters to Pound. Williams seems to appropriate some of Pounds’ 
idiosyncrasies (vulgarities, intentional misspellings, capital letters to indicate emphasis) into his own 
letters in the later stages of their correspondence. For example, he writes, “God damn it you Thief—
who’s lazy? Come on over here and try your hand battling some of these currents of liquid shit and 
see how far You [sic] get up stream” (Williams to Pound, December 8, 1936). 
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 ribbons         . 

 Glory be to God 

--then stripped her 

 and all his saints (155) 

Ironically, Paterson does not seem to listen to her language, though it is the language 

that he must recreate in order to be the poet/savior that the city of Paterson awaits. 

When Phyllis attempts to assert her subjectivity by informing him of her own plans 

to go West, he ignores her, “I can’t / think unless you’re naked” (168). 

Corydon praises Phyllis’ form in her condescending way: “You are beautiful 

this morning (in a common sort of way) I wonder if you know how lovely you really 

are, Phyllis, my little Milk Maid (That’s good! The lucky man!) I dreamt of you last 

night” (156).  The name “Corydon” suggests that Williams is creating a parody of 

Virgil’s Ecologues in which he renders older partner of the homosexual couple 

grotesque. Although she echoes Saphho in the phrase, “The lucky man!,” Corydon 

lacks Sappho’s honest, erotic poetic voice. Like Paterson, Corydon desires Phyllis’ 

physical form and inspiring presence but largely ignores her words. On a 

metaphoric level, the female poet, Corydon, does not nurture the budding poetic 

movement represented by Phyllis, but rather she tries to control and consume it. 

Williams’s Corydon is a figure who represents what, in his estimation, is 

wrong with modernist poetry: its disconnection from the physical world, its esoteric 

language and allusions, and its lack of invention. Her language is not productive; 

because it fails to mean, it is the equivalent of silence. That an infirm lesbian should 

stand for all that is wrong with American poetry and culture surely seems to be a 
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cruelly jejune miscalculation in Williams’ poem. He takes the metaphor of 

reproductive sex for poetic production too far when he satirizes poetic sterility in 

terms of homosexuality. Duplessis reads the unsavory vision of homosexuality of 

this section as another way for Williams to attack Eliot in Paterson: 

This section of Paterson is, conversely, a slander. That lesbians try to trap 

heterosexual women. That gays can’t write. Figure it out. He has fixed a 

whole analysis of the blockages in American culture, the prevention of an 

emerging American poetry on T. S. Eliot, so therefore (therefore) the second 

worst epithet of the 50’s is inferentially applied: QUEER. (“Pater-daughter” 

42) 

DuPlessis suggests that Williams transforms his professional distaste for Eliot’s 

poetry into a juvenile personal attack: calling him a “queer” by embodying him in 

the character of Corydon. Indeed, Williams’s disdain for Eliot is infamous, and in 

America, epithet “queer” is routinely and arbitrarily cast at all manners of 

scapegoats. Furthermore, Corydon’s poem does seem to parody some elements of 

The Waste Land.  However, I find it unlikely that Williams, mentor of Allen Ginsberg 

and friend of H.D. , would attack Eliot, relatively Puritan in his views on sexuality, by 

deploying a homosexual slur. Nor did Williams routinely undermine the work of gay 

poets solely because of their homosexual identities. It is more likely that Williams 

would critique Eliot’s “spiritual dread” of the female body and his indictment of 

homosexuality as a “perversion.” 

 In contrast to DuPlessis’s suspicion, Christopher MacGowan reveals in his 

footnotes to Paterson that John Thirwall annotated the name “Ann[e]” Morgan in his 
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manuscript of Selected Letters where Williams wrote: “It happens that I knew in my 

experience of an instance which contained all the elements that I needed. A 

distinguished woman, a prominent figure in the New York and International 

world...existed in my consciousness. I had written the passage a long time before. It 

seemed to fit perfectly into the poem" (Williams to Moore 23 June 1951). Anne 

Morgan (1873-1952), the youngest daughter of J.P. Morgan, was certainly a 

prominent figure in New York and the international world. It was rumored that the 

unmarried aristocrat was a lesbian, like Corydon. Her involvement in the reform of 

the garment industry and her anti-union sentiments both would have interested 

Williams. However, Morgan’s commitment to philanthropy stands in stark contrast 

to Corydon’s aloof disinterest in working people. Morgan’s work consisted of 

philanthropic and political projects and writing. Unlike, Corydon, she was not a poet. 

 However, Williams did know a poet who resembled Corydon. I would like to 

introduce the idea that Corydon is modeled on Amy Lowell. Like Lowell, Corydon is 

a rich lesbian poet, often in poor health. Eliot resembled Lowell only in his poetry, 

and Morgan resembled her only in her wealth and perhaps in her homosexuality. 

Moreover, like Lowell, Corydon has a corpulent figure. When Phyllis asks if she has 

ever slept like a man, Corydon replies: 

  Good shot! With this body? I think I’m more horse 

than woman. Did you ever see such skin as mine?  Speckled like 

a Guinea hen      .  

Only their speckles are white. 

More like a toad, perhaps? 
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I didn’t say that. (157) 

Here, Williams attributes Corydon’s lesbianism to her inability to attract a man. He 

has her describe her large, aged, disabled body as an animal’s body: a horse, a 

Guinea Hen, and finally a toad. It is as if her humanity is diminished in her own eyes 

because of her lack of sex-appeal. When Corydon tries to persuade Phyllis to travel 

to Anticosti with her, she recites: 

    .    with me, Phyllis 

 (I’m no Simatha) in all your native lovliness 

 that these spiked rumors may not tear 

     that sweet flesh 

 it sounds as tho’ I wanted to eat you, I’ll have to change that. (166) 

The corpulent lesbian poet is all-consuming. Her sexual desire is equated to her 

desire for food—and her desire to steal the muse away from the male poet. 

Amy Lowell was likewise ridiculed because of her body and because of what 

Pound and Williams saw as her illicit consumption and corruption of the imagist 

movement, which should have rightfully belonged to a male poet: thus, Pound’s 

term for the demise of the movement, Amygism. Melissa Bradshaw observes that 

almost all contemporary accounts of Amy Lowell include some comment on the 

poet’s extraordinary body. In her essay, “Remembering Amy Lowell,” Bradshaw lists 

members of the modernist literary elite who criticized Lowell’s corpulence in 

writing, including Edna St Vincent Millay, D.H. Lawrence, Ezra Pound, and William 

Carlos Williams (171).  
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 The ambiguity of Williams’s description of the “prominent figure” in his letter 

to Moore only strengthens the possibility that Corydon is based on Lowell. Moore 

was familiar with Lowell and her work from their work on modernist anthologies 

and magazines American. Moore is one poet who is not on record defaming Lowell’s 

body. Perhaps, interrogated by an American woman poet, Williams felt some 

remorse of his treatment of her predecessor. He writes, “In writing out the passage, 

this woman who was at first a mere symbol, came to life for herself and I forgave 

her. I even realized she had as much a reason for being as the cruder counterfoil that 

the young nurse provided.” In this self-portrait of a magnanimous and empathetic 

poet, Williams softens his treatment of Corydon. Yet, in his assertion that he 

“forgave her,” is Williams himself seeking forgiveness? What had Corydon and her 

real-life counterpart done to Williams except for living and writing differently? 

Certainly, the intimate tone of the letter suggests that Williams knew the woman 

who inspired Corydon. While Williams worked with Lowell and recorded his 

disapproval of her, he seems to have had no recorded personal encounters with 

Anne Morgan. 

Williams’s most pointed slight against Lowell comes second-hand through a 

letter from Ezra Pound to Alice Corbin Henderson: 

As for Amy, damn Amy. I was a fool to let in that one poem. Did you see the 

yankee salesman in Potash and Pearlmutter? Amy without the disarming 

pathos. Still even Amy will pass <pass away, pass into Henry Van Dykeness>. 

The New York crowd is on. I didn’t do it, little Bill just naturally arrived and 
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various others arrived with or about. Bill calls it “that tub of guts”. Amy will 

pass. Amy is rather annoying. (Pound to Henderson 5 May 1916) 

If Pound’s account of Williams’s insult is accurate, Williams projected his dislike of 

Lowell’s formidable persona onto her body. Even if this particular quote was 

inflated or taken out of context, Pound certainly recognizes Williams’s shared 

contempt for Lowell in his correspondence.2  

 By contrast, most contemporary accounts of Anne Morgan describe her as a 

“handsome woman”(Lewis 100). She was a “long, thin child” (54) As a young 

woman, Morgan took dieting seriously to avoid, “ a family tendency toward 

corpulence” (160, 211). It seems that her precautions were successful. As she grew 

older, her body was described as “athletic,” a term that not only suggests a lack of fat 

but also indicates an active vitality that Morgan possessed, but Lowell and Corydon 

lacked (248). Furthermore, in her rumored sexual relationship with Elisabeth 

Marbury, Morgan was the younger and thinner partner: more of a Phyllis than a 

Corydon (216).3   

Despite Lowell’s death in 1925, Williams criticized her poetry as late as 1935 

in his essay on Alfred Stieglitz, “The American Context”: 

To many writers the great disappointment of the years just after the war was 

that Amy Lowell, while sensing the enterprise of a reawakened local 

consciousness, touched it so half-heartedly and did so little to signal plainly 

the objective. Much could have been accomplished by aid of what seemed to 

                                                        
2 See Witemeyer, Pound/Williams, 37, 39, 100, 132, 133, 156-158.  
3 Like Phyllis, but unlike Corydon, Morgan demonstrated an interest in nursing, and founded a 
hospital for wounded soldiers in France (Lewis 305-7). 
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be her great prestige. Pound, defeated at home, did far better, in reverse, 

from abroad. The best Amy Lowell had to offer was to say, at ease, that the 

iron of poverty had better be sunk into the generation’s hides, and they’d be 

better for it, as witness Villon and some others. Very good. But that is no 

excuse for a failure to realize and to state the project and its conditions. (25) 

If Williams pins the “disappointments” of modernist poetry on Lowell in this 1935 

essay, he represents the disappointments of modernist poetry through Corydon in 

Paterson. Although the style of Corydon’s poetry doesn’t mirror Lowell’s, Corydon’s 

writing does recall Lowell’s in its wide variety and great volume. Moreover, like 

Lowell, she seems to find poetic value in traditional forms, although Corydon 

submits to contemporary pressure to write fragmented modernist verse in the style 

of Eliot and Crane. She takes on the persona of a shepherd courting his love. She 

refers to her intended lover as “Oread” as Lowell also does in “The Bather.”  

 “Oread” was, of course, an early poem of H.D., and its mythical significance 

recalls Pound’s other name for her, “Dryad” (Kenner 174).  DuPlessis argues that 

Pound’s stripping Hilda Doolittle of her name for the purpose of promoting her 

poetry obscures her name and authority. Pound’s and William’s contest for the 

young H.D.’s affections resembles Paterson’s and Corydon’s struggle over Phyllis in 

Paterson. Duplessis describes Pound’s appropriation of H.D.’s identity in a way that 

corresponds to Paterson’s appropriation of Phyllis’ voice. Although Williams and 

Pound both value Doolittle’s poetic voice, they fetishize this female poet. In his 

Autobiogrpahy, written shortly before Paterson, Williams describes his first meeting 

with H.D.: “Hilda, Professor Doolittle’s daughter by his second wife was the 
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attraction: at least she was what Pound led me there to see. It certainly wasn’t to 

look through a telescope” (67). Though he may not have looked though a telescope, 

Williams certainly looked at Hilda Doolittle: “a fellow can’t help but look 

sometimes!” The attractive body that he saw became conflated with H.D’s beautiful 

poetry.  Williams records H.D.’s corporal approach to poetry, “She said that when 

she wrote it was a great help, she thought and practiced it, if taking some ink on her 

pen, she’d splash it on her clothes to give her a feeling of freedom and indifference 

toward the mere means of writing” (69). William’s respect for H.D.’s poetry and his 

desire for her body stand in diametric opposition to his attitudes towards Lowell 

and her work.  

Yet, it is with her body that Lowell finds a way to “make it new.” Paul Lauter 

insightfully observes: 

Lowell’s “break with the past,” to use Shari Benstock’s phrase, her version of 

making it new, seems to me to be registered here along the fault lines of 

gender and sexuality rather than those of form and diction, preferred by her 

male contemporaries. (Lauter 119) 

Part of Williams’s crime in his portrayal of Lowell as Corydon is that he uses her 

sexual desire in order to present her as a lecherous competitor for Paterson’s muse, 

but his satires of her poetry strip away all of the gorgeous, bold eroticism that is the 

hallmark of Lowell’s best work. This poetic parsimoniousness on Williams’s part 

ensures that Corydon cannot be read as the regenerative voice of Paterson. Williams 

masculinizes her voice by stripping away her sexual poetic innovations and 

replacing them with the technical trickery of her “male contemporaries.” As a result, 
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Corydon simply ventriloquizes masculine discourse but does not contribute a 

woman’s voice to Paterson. 

 In praise of Marianne Moore’s poetic voice, Williams writes: 

 Only the most modern work has attempted to do without ex machina  props 

 of all sorts, without rhyme, assonance, the feudal master beat, the excuse of 

 “nature,” of the spirit, mysticism, religiosity, “love,” “humor,” “death.” Work 

 such as Miss Moore’s holds its bloom today not by using slang, not by its 

 moral abandon or puritanical steadfastness, but by the aesthetic pleasure 

 engendered where pure craftsmanship joins hard surfaces skillfully. 

 (“Marianne Moore” 126) 

While Lowell’s poetry relies on the “ex machina props” of traditional poetic forms, 

she also avoids fetishizing such props by making a response to them—through 

avoidance or alteration—the centerpiece of her poetry. It seems that what Williams 

appreciates about Moore’s work is its disembodied nature: it is neither the ink on 

H.D.’s carelessly arranged dress or the overflowing verbal representation of Lowell’s 

excessive body. It is a purely “aesthetic” pleasure engendered by genderlessness. 

Ironically, Lowell’s focus on the body seems to correspond more closely to 

Williams’s own medically informed poetics. 

 In his creation of Corydon, Williams essentially silences Lowell’s voice. 

Despite his assertion that she “did so little to signal plainly the objective,” her actual 

poetry blooms with the physicality that he embraces elsewhere. She marries 

Sappho’s frank expression of desire with an imagist dedication to foregrounding the 

poetic object in her 1914 poem “Aubade”: 
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 As I would free the white almond from the green husk 

 So I would strip your trappings off, 

Beloved. 

And fingering the smooth polished kernel 

I should see that my hands glittered a gem beyond 

     counting. (1-6) 

The immediacy of her botanical/sexual metaphor seems to anticipate the work of 

Georgia O’Keefe in its beauty and bluntness. It is difficult to point to a real, sustained 

flaw in her poetry to which Williams may have objected. It is possible that he was 

jealous of the success and popularity that Lowell experienced during her lifetime. 

His friendship with Pound may have colored his opinion of her work, and Williams’s 

most identifiable complaint against her is that she took control of the movement, 

which he believed to rightfully belong to Pound and himself.  

 Corydon presents Phyllis with four poems, presumably written overnight, all 

in different styles. The longest of these poems is “Corydon, a Pastoral,” Williams’s 

parody of the long modernist poem about the evils of city life. Lowell, like so many 

writers of her time, did write a poem of this type, “New York at Night.” However, as 

Elizabeth Gregory observes, echoes of Eliot’s The Waste Land and Crane’s The 

Bridgefigure more prominently. Like The Bridge, Corydon is set in New York City. 

Yet, Corydon does not represent one poem, but rather it demonstrates flaws that 

Williams finds with the direction that modernist poetry ultimately took. Corydon is 

replete with erudite allusions that she must explain to the simpler Phyllis, such as, 

“a whirring pterodactyl / of a contrivance, to remind one of Da Vinci.” Epitomizing 
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Williams’s vocal concern about contemporary poetry, Corydon is disconnected from 

the real, and Corydon believes such abstraction is a defining feature of poetry. After 

she recites the overly figurative lines, “Necessity gripping the words .     scouting / 

evasion, that love is begrimed, befouled ,” Corydon muses, “I’d like to spill the 

truth, on that one.” When Phyllis asks her “Why don’t you?”, she responds, “This is a 

POEM” (164). 

The subject of Corydon’s poem is the drowning of a young female student in 

the East River. The suicide of this young woman recalls Sarah Cummings’ plunge 

from Great Falls in Book 1. Her verses describe the deterioration of the corpse, the 

circling of the gulls, and the detached interest of the public. However, it seems that 

Corydon exploits tragedy to make the kind of purely aesthetic poem that she wants 

to write. Like the people in the “tall buildings” and at the “lunch counter” of whom 

she writes, the girl possesses no identity or personhood, nor does Corydon seem at 

all moved by the girl’s death. She does not give the silent victim a voice, and her 

poem figures only as white noise among the other failures of modernism. This 

distorted instance of a woman’s writing in Paterson really only constitutes more 

silence: it lacks a woman’s voice.  

Yet, Corydon’s bad poetry is not simply a foil to Paterson’s. Corydon and 

Paterson are both frustrated poets who try through parasitic means to lure Phyllis, 

the muse or poetic subject.  These lines that are ascribed to “The Poet” are even 

more reminiscent of Eliot than those ascribed to Corydon: 

Oh Paterson! Oh married man! 

  he is the city of cheap hotels and private 
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  entrances . of taxis at the door, the car 

  standing in the rain hour after hour by 

  the roadhouse entrance . 

 

  Goodbye, dear. I had a wonderful time. 

  Wait there’s something . but I’ve forgotten 

  what it was . something I wanted 

  to tell you. Completely gone! Completely. 

  Well, goodbye . (154) 

The first of these stanzas evokes the “restless nights in one-night cheap hotels” of 

The Lovesong of Alfred J. Prufrock, and the second recalls the chatter of “A Game of 

Chess.”  This Eliotic language underscores the illicit nature of the relationship 

between the poet and his subject. Phyllis represents the local beauty and American 

vernacular that Williams cherishes, but her relationship with the poet Paterson is 

full of tension. There is no happy marriage. Paterson’s repetition of the words to 

Phyllis that he shouted at Beautiful Thing before her rape, “Take off your clothes,” 

suggests his predatory intentions (154). Furthermore, Paterson imagines that 

Phyllis would like him to rape her at the end of the chapter: “hoping I’d take it from 

you, lacking / your consent” (168).  

 Despite Paterson’s professional failures and his aggressive approach to 

Phyllis, she nevertheless believes that he has some kind of rightful claim to her: 

I don’t know why I can’t give myself to you. A man  

like you should have everything he wants . I guess I care 
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too much, that’s the trouble . (159) 

Phyllis, like her suitors, has come to see herself as a reward, one that she believes 

Paterson deserves for being an older, sophisticated man and probably a 

replacement for the alcoholic father whom she cannot seem to cut out of her life 

despite her repeated pronouncements that she will do so. Phyllis believes that 

Paterson deserves her more than Corydon does because of the heteronormative  

appearance of their relationship. The propriety of the relationship between the 

female muse and the male poet can be read as the primacy of male poets over 

female poets. Phyllis never questions that the woman’s poetic voice is inferior. 

 Although Williams’s own attitudes toward modernist female poets was much 

more complex than this exchange between Phyllis and Paterson might suggest, the 

bodies of female poets seem to be inextricable from their bodies of work. That Amy 

Lowell’s remarkable body seemed to be a physical manifestation of her imposing 

personality fueled the disdain of her contemporaries, and Williams was no 

exception. Although the presence of the imposing Lowell in Williams’s 

consciousness and poetry has heretofore been overlooked, exploring the personal 

and intertextual relationships between these two marginalized poets could lead to a 

remapping of modernism. 
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